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About This Game

Alien Splatter Redux is all about those golden gaming days, where the only thing you knew was how to avoid homework and
play computer games. Remember destroying things that wanted to take over the world in true 8-bit fashion? Relive your golden

days in retro style with Alien Splatter Redux

Eight massive levels to conquer, each with it's own dangerous traps to dodge!

Huge end level bosses to completely destroy with your weapons

Actual 8-bit graphics, (with an included extra retro screen if it wasn't retro enough for you)

Listen along to a chiptuned soundtrack while blasting aliens to your hearts content
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Extras and Steam Achievements to, umm unlock!
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Title: Alien Splatter Redux
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Sinclair Strange
Publisher:
Sinclair Strange
Release Date: 28 Jul, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista

Processor: Pentium 4 or higher

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: 256MB or higher

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 30 MB available space

English
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Took advantage of the sale to get the whole package and just going through the game right now.

This DLC fits perfectly with the early game (grasslands I think it's called) and introduces a lot of stuff that made the game more
varied and very enjoyable.

Thumbs up and hope for more!. Pretty boring, played like 10 Minutes and then deinstalled.. Not worth playing, you will hate it
after a time and find it boring, aside from being too repetitive, there really isn't any sense of progression nor it seems that
upgrading your units does actually anything.. Most of this pack is a must have. The Suter alone is worth it.. really bad
framerates, nearly unplayable. Never touch Papa's spaghet. Because not only will he be like ''SOMEBODY TOUCHA MAH
SPAGHET!!'', he'll try to kill you.. A very enjoyable little game. It is a bit frustrating at first, but you can get past that. It is not
nearly as much a matter of luck as some reviews imply. It is just a matter of a learning curve that is rather unforgiving until you
figure it out. After that, it gets pretty easy. I have played for a little over 20 hours, and have gotten all the achievements and can
pretty much win every time that I don't have some seriously bad luck in the first 10 turns. (If you want, you can make it harder
by choosing bad combinations of the starting variations.)

Hours 3 through 20 of play were very enjoyable. Definitely worth getting.

(Would love it if there were some more challenge achievements -- just in-game goals without Steam achievements -- or
something else to making playing a little longer something other than just repeating the same thing again. Because as it is, I
think I am done.)
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Beautiful, fluid and unusual.. I needed pillar of community level 2. For an hour: Wow! Then ultrarepetitive!.  This key was
obtained from the developer for the purposes of review. Note this review was done during early access, so it's based on the current
implementation.

 Summary: 
Marble Madness plus Super Monkey Ball with a hint of Sonic in it. In this Early Access game, the solid controls allows you to
pick up speed with the great movement system that feels natural. In addition, the level design is great: it teaches good lessons of
what you need to learn to master the environments in question. Camera design is well done, and frankly everything flows
together rather nicely. The gameplay is good: although it's going to hit a very niche market in question, and won't hit the
mainstream in terms of playability. It needs the bell and whistles to take it to the next levels, as additional controls or options for
gameplay will really make it stand out. Early Access games are always ones I have to say: ok, hold on a second, wait till its
released: but Polyball when fully completed looks like a game that will be worth your time for old 3D platformer fans, but
surprisingly racing fans a bit as well.

 Gameplay Footage and Video Review: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g8jPb76PDPo

 Lists: 
+:

 Core gameplay is solid. Movement is in the right spot in both fast/slow speeds as well as on angles and different
landscapes.

 Good level design all over the place. In particular, the levels back to back teach great lessons of movement while
challenging you on the next section. Good mixture of fianesse and speed elements of stages to take advantage of
everything the game has to offer.

 Collectables are worth grabbing for customization elements and provide challenge in getting trophies.

 Camera controls feel right. Good rotation without being too sensitive, and the ability to snap behind the ball is
appreciated. Really Really works with the Steam Controller, but works for the keyboard and mouse as well as the 360
controller as well.

 Surprisingly unbuggy for an Early Access release. There was an issue here and there of course, but nothing substantial
of any sort or anything that really hindered gameplay in the end.

-:

 Graphics are rough around the edges. In particular, several choices with the simple styles in particular with colors and
how it hurts the eyesight.

 Needs the shine around the edges. Core is great, but what will bring the game to the next level is the little touches, like
new gameplay options, etc.

 Player Guidance mechanics are missing, as you'll get lost at times, or be put into situations where it seems to go against
the opposite of normal gameplay logic.

 While there's reasonable content here, it just will do better to have more in the long run.

. Perfect for the price :). Excellent story and cutscenes. Good puzzles, hidden object scenes and gameplay. Events are so well
distributed and balanced that there is always something going on. I liked the collectible figurines with background information
about the characters and the way found notes were displayed in the journal. A big plus is that the bonus chapter continues the
main story so it feels you're still playing the main game. Can't wait to play the rest of this trilogy.. I wouldn't recommend this
game in a current state. There are many bugs that need to be fixed like objects falling through each other, almost impossible to
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pick something from a drawer. And the worst showstopper is that sometimes quest items are teleported outside the window and
it's impossible to take them back into the room.. This is an outstanding game! One of the most tense and atmospheric horror
games I've played in a long time. And a puzzle game that I'm happy to compare to portal. For a few pound this is a steal.
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